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Name: _______________________________

Part 1 

FLOODS DESTROY VILLAGE 

At 8 o’clock last night, the river Totter flooded 
and a violent wave of water swept through 
the village of Totterness. Cars were picked 
up and dumped in nearby fields. The flood 
water entered houses and smashed windows 
and doors. Trees and electricity pylons were 
knocked down and the roads were destroyed. 
This morning, the water had gone, but it had 
caused chaos and left a blanket of thick mud 
lying across the village. Mrs Foyle told us about 
her experience.
 ‘It was so frightening,’ she said. ‘The water 
was rushing through the house and we were 

trapped upstairs. Luckily the water didn’t reach 
the bedrooms.’ We also spoke to her neighbour, 
Mr Morris.
 ‘It’s a disaster!’ he told us. ‘My car has gone 
and my living room is covered with a deep 
layer of mud. It will take me years to repair the 
damage.’ Some residents were angry with the 
local council. Mr Cooper wanted to know why 
the council had not protected the village from 
the flood. 
 ‘We told the council that the river was 
dangerously high, but they did nothing,’ he said. 
‘They made this catastrophe!’

1. Read the text. Write the best words to complete the summary.   /5 

Example: The flood happened in the night .

The water (a.) ______________ the houses and left mud everywhere. The flood water  

(b.) ______________ roads, windows and doors.  During the flood, Mrs Foyle was (c.) ______________ 

upstairs and Mr Morris lost his (d.) ______________ . Mr Cooper was (e.) ______________ with the 

local council and blamed them for the damage. 

2. Find these words in the text. Match the words with their synonyms.   /5 

Example: smashed destroyed

a. repair 1. villagers

b. thick 2. catastrophe

c. disaster 3. mend

d. residents 4. told

e. said 5. deep
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Part 2 

1. Write too or enough.   /5
Example: The wind is too strong.

a. I’m not going out. It’s __________________ cold.

b. This umbrella isn’t big __________________ .

c. There aren’t __________________ sunny days.

d. I can’t see anything. The fog is __________________ thick!

e. There isn’t __________________ rain this year.

2. Write have or has.   /5
Example: The storm has destroyed the village.

a. The wind __________________ smashed windows. 

b. The trees __________________ fallen down. 

c. The rain __________________ ruined the garden.

d. The snow __________________ covered the roads.

e. The rivers __________________ flooded the fields. 

Part 3 

1. Imagine you are in a forest. Use adjectives to write a description.   /10
Example: Describe the path. 

The path is long and narrow.

a. Describe the trees around you.

________________________________________________________________________

b. Describe the weather.

________________________________________________________________________

c. Describe the ground.

________________________________________________________________________

d. Describe a noise you can hear.

________________________________________________________________________

e. Describe an animal you can see.

________________________________________________________________________


